
MINUTES
of the Board of Directors of

CARLETON CONDOMINIUM CORPORATION NO 379
Meeting Held

Tuesday November 9th, 2021
Via video and teleconferencing

Directors Address Phone Term of Office

Lloyd Scott President, Treasurer, Secretary, OOP 6583 837-0992 to AGM 2022 
Veronica Phelan-Munroe Vice President 6595 837-8171 to AGM 2023
Huma Fazil 6669 519-709-3113 to AGM 2022
Yang Xu 6525 903-5586 to AGM 2023
John Donovan 6551A 292-2176 to AGM 2022

Present: Property Manager (PM) Monie Alahdab (new PM as of October 21st)

Absent:  John Donovan; Huma lost her phone connection about 7:30 pm and missed the remaining portion of the meeting. 
A quorum was still in effect and the meeting continued.

Establish a Quorum

1. As a quorum was established, the meeting commenced at 6:30 p.m.

Elect the new Board executive positions

2. IAW By-Law # 8 Article IV, Lloyd Scott was elected as the President, and appointed to be the Secretary and 
Treasurer.  Veronica Phelan-Munroe was appointed as the Vice President.  Veronica also volunteered to be responsible for: 
landscaping and modifications.  As no one else volunteered for the sheriff; repair, maintenance, and reserve fund 
requirements; and By-Laws, Rules, and regulations responsibilities, Lloyd assumed the responsibility. 

Approval of Minutes 

3. The minutes for the meeting October 6th were presented in draft for approval via email.  The minutes were 
approved.  Lloyd will sign the minutes and send them to the PM to put them into the records. 

Finances 

4. Review of the operating and reserve accounts – Lloyd’s spreadsheets were sent to all prior to the meeting for 
review.  There were no comments or questions.

Review of files for destruction

5. Review and digitalization of our files.  11 boxes given to Shred-it for destruction Oct 22nd, 2021, by Lloyd and Rene 
at a cost of $93.25.  Lloyd drove the files to Shred-it.  Fiscal year 2013/14 files will be reviewed for destruction now that the 
audit has been completed.  To be completed over the winter by Lloyd.

Reserve Fund savings plan.

6. Rates are very low with a possible increase coming as inflation increases.  Lloyd spoke with the BNS small business 
advisor and requested better than the published rates.  Denied.  The Board agreed to accept a rate of 1.45 % for 5 years and 
invest $100K.  Lloyd put $100K into a 5-year GIC @ 1.45 % Oct 21, 2021.  Next GIC input from the dual rate account is 



planned for January or February.  Other GICs up for renewal are on the 4th and 10th of February 2022.  No action required at 
this time.

Status Certificate (S/C) 

7. Change of the property manager required in the status certificate.  Update of the new Board was sent by Lloyd 
October 27th.  To be updated again once the board positions are known.

Parking Report

8. August, September, and October reports were provided November 4th.  The PM is updating the rental parking list 
as it was not up to date. 

9. Unequal parking spot sizes noted July 27th, 2020.  Parking spots to be verified that they meet or exceed the 8 feet 
requirement.  Will be verified by samples at each parking lot in due course.  Low priority.  

Contracts Requiring Renewal

10. No contracts require renewal at this time.

Reports

11. Annual CAO report between Jan 1st and March 31st each year via electronic means.  Done. No action required.

12. Notice of Change (NOC) to the annual report, if applicable, within 30 days of the change via electronic means.  
Nadia Freeman is the individual on record from CIPM.  No need to be changed to reflect the new property manager.  The 
PM is to update the new Board via a NOC after the AGM and the first board meeting.  

13. Periodic Information Certificate (PIC) twice per year – no later than Sep 30th (as of end July) and Mar 31st (as of 
end January) for our corporation.  Next report is as of the end of January 2022 NLT March 31st. Lloyd will prepare the report 
for distribution.  No further action required at this time.

14. Information Certificate Update (ICU) within 30 days of a change to the PIC.  ASAP if the insurance policy has been 
terminated but no later than 30 days.  The PM is to update the ICU ASAP following the board meeting of November 9th.  

15. New Owner Information Certificate (NOIC) within 30 days once the owner has complied with the provision of 
their name and unit number IAW Section 46.1(2).  

Maintenance Items 

16. Firebox inspection.  The PM reported that after many attempts to have two owners arrange for their inspection, 
the two owners did not have their fireboxes inspected as required.  One of the owners appears to be having issues.  The 
current COVID-19 restrictions will not allow the inspection until after June 14th (may be extended).  The PM to find out 
from the contractor when they could be done, and then send a letter to the owners, once approved by Lloyd, invoking rule 
1.  The contractor is not available until the fall.  Lloyd asked the PM to give him the phone # s of the owners so that he may 
contact them.  Lloyd received the #s but has not called yet.  Contractor availability was questioned by Lloyd.  PM to verify as 
she advised that the date was in August not the fall as previously reported.  The PM, Lindsay, advised there are spots 
available towards the end of October.  Lloyd has not actioned yet. 

17. 6535B reported a leak in his skylight Oct 10th, 2018. Campbell has been contacted by Lloyd on May 5th via email.  
The owner is to notify Lloyd if they have not contacted him by June 12th. No contact as of June 14th.   Campbell reported that 
the inspection will be done the week of June 29th.  Lloyd tried to get a report on July 14th but was unsuccessful.  Tony 
reported that it was still leaking. Chris Levitt was to inspect July 27th. No report received.  Apparently, he was not aware that 



the inspection was to be done via the inside. The PM advised that Chris Levitt will attend the unit again with a helper next 
week one outside and the other inside.  Lloyd advised that we have had a roofer inspect the roof several times without 
success.  Lloyd spoke with Chris November 26th and was advised that Chris can only go on the roof if a lift is rented.  He also 
advised that the owner mentioned to him that the leak appears in the winter.  It appears to be coming from the skylight.  
Still not found.  The owner advised that the only company that was in the attic to review the problem was the first 
company.  This is contrary to Lloyd’s understanding.  Lloyd spoke with Chris Levitt Jan 21st and he suggested that he should 
go into the attic when the leak is occurring possibly in the spring.  If the roof needs repair, then we would call in Campbell 
Roofing to go on the roof once the entry has been identified.  Tony sent pictures to Lloyd following the meeting.  Leak is at 
the base of the skylight according to the pictures at the upper part of the cone.  The owner advised that it is still leaking.  
Lloyd to contact Campbell Roofing.  Difficulty in reaching Campbell Roofing – death in the family.  Lloyd and Tony discussed 
the problem May 7th.  The leak is not dripping but gets wet after rain.  Lloyd agreed to request Chris Levitt to review the 
leak from the attic to try and find the leak planned for June 4th.  Owner not home.  It had just rained, and the attics should 
be reviewed ASAP to determine the leak location.  The PM, Michelle, was to arrange.  Time was too short to arrange at that 
time.  PM, Lindsay now Monie, to arrange to have the unit inspected by Chris Levitt ASAP following a rain.

18. Some mailboxes should be replaced.  Lloyd suggests that only the ones that clearly require replacing be replaced.  
Veronica is reviewing and comparing the requirement to the modification list.  Not completed yet.  

19. Creeping vines causing problems August 24th, 2020.  Veronica to investigate.  The vines are killing the trees along 
the back of the property.  We will have to keep an eye on the issue as it is possibly on City property, and they should be 
requested to take action.  Veronica to investigate.  No report.  Veronica advised that they are on City property, and this 
would be reviewed again in the fall.  No report.

20. 6631 rear tree.  Rene advised the tree appears to be sick and we should look at removing it.  It was reviewed 
during the spring inspection and with an arborist and was found to be alive but may require removal in future years.  
Another branch fell.  No action required at this time.

21. 6655B requested insulation be improved at his doors and windows October 22nd, 2020.  Enertight advised that the 
work was completed August 4th.  Invoice received.  Item closed.

22. 6657A is having a problem with garbage cans being blown into his car and damaging it.  Lloyd took pictures 
October 8th and will send another correspondence to them requesting that they move the garbage closer to the road and 
well away from the cars.  Lloyd sent a letter to the owners/residents to the PM October 10th for distribution ASAP with 
pictures.  Not sent as far as Lloyd was able to determine.  Nicole sent out November 1st to the 8 units via email.  Lloyd will 
observe if there has been any reaction.  Positive reaction Nov 5th.  The garbage was put out by the pole at the curb.  
Landtech just put the sandbox next to the sign and this should help remind people for the winter.  Lloyd will also ask 
Landtech to leave a small snowbank between the walkway and the start of the garbage collection area.

23. 6611B roof leak coming in around the fire alarm March 9th.  Campbell roofing not responding to the PM.  Lloyd will 
contact.  Lloyd sent an email on April 10th concerning both 6611B and 6535B.  No response yet.  Death in the family and 
they are behind.  Jenn stated that we do not owe them anything which indicates that an inspection was not completed.  
Lloyd will continue to contact Campbell roofing.   Chris Levitt should review the damage from the attic to determine the 
location of the leak.  Planned for June 4th.  Owner not home.  It has just rained heavily, and the attics should be reviewed 
ASAP to determine the leak location.  The PM, Michelle, was to arrange.  Time was too short to arrange.   PM, Monie, to 
arrange to have the unit inspected by Chris Levitt ASAP following a rain. 

24. 6607B water spot in ceiling around the fire alarm and one other small area.  Lloyd to contact Campbell Roofing. 
Chris Levitt should review the damage from the attic to determine the location of the leak.  Planned for June 4th.  No leak 
evident.  Advise the owner concerning the inside repair.  It has just rained heavily, and the attics should be reviewed ASAP 
to determine the leak location.  The PM, Michelle, was to arrange.  Time was too short to arrange.  PM, Monie, to arrange 
to have the unit inspected by Chris Levitt ASAP following a rain. 



25. Snow removal damage report sent to Yannick for repair action May 4th.  Rubber F/X will require warm weather.  
Landtech is having difficulty arranging for a contractor for the Rubber F/X.  Lloyd gave him the contact info that he had for 
Kevin Dorman – 613-797-7100.  Lloyd released the holdback payment.  Minor damage to some entrances will be repaired. 
Repairs to the garage entrances will not be done until August or later as the product used is coming from Texas and they 
had major problems.  Perfect Surfacing is not responding.  Lloyd met with Kevin Dorman July 6th and should receive a quote 
by the 9th to do the Rubber F/X work.  Difficulty in obtaining the resin required. Kevin advised that he should be able to 
provide a quote by August 16th. Not received.  Kevin advised that the resin that he was offered was not acceptable and 
another one is being obtained August 25th.  Kevin advised October 26th that he has been unsuccessful in obtaining the 
proper resin.  Work will have to be done next year.  No further action at this time.

26. 6619 front landing – step pulled away at the left by about an inch.  Appears to be safe.  How to fill in the open 
space.  Lloyd contacted the Rubber F/X contractor Kevin Dorman the week of June 22nd.  Lloyd met with Kevin Dorman July 
6th and should receive a quote by the 9th.  Difficulty in obtaining the resin required.  Kevin advised that he should be able to 
provide a quote by August 16th.  Not received.  Kevin advised that the resin that he was offered was not acceptable and 
another one is being obtained August 25th.  Kevin advised October 26th that he has been unsuccessful in obtaining the 
proper resin.  Work will have to be done next year.  No further action at this time.

27. 6665 front step area is possibly unsafe.  The step is a modification and is the owner’s responsibility.  PM to advise 
the owner.  The tenant has vacated the unit.  Email was sent to the owner June 1st. Repairs not made yet.  PM to follow up 
and advise the owner that the steps should not be used until the step has been repaired for safety reasons.  A letter is to be 
sent to the owners of record advising them of their obligations re repair, maintenance and insurance of the modified step 
and landing by the PM once reviewed by Lloyd.  Not done.  Lloyd spoke with the “new” owner and advised him of the 
situation.    Ownership of the unit is under review.  Apparently, the unit was sold about 2 months ago but the lawyer has 
not completed the transaction. 

28. 6607B advised some siding has fallen off on the bottom of the balcony area April 26th.  PM, Michelle, sent the 
picture to Lloyd in September.  Did the contractor doing the repairs to the balconies fix the issue?  The PM, Monie, to 
confirm with Chris Levitt.  Lloyd’s review of the picture did not indicate a problem.

29. 6655A outside rear tap leaking May 31st.  Owner requested instead of repairing the Gyproc that she purchases a 
snap door for $31.99 + tax and will install it herself.  Lloyd approved the reimbursement.  Not received yet.  PM, Monie, to 
verify with the owner that they will be making a claim for reimbursement. 

30. 6641A (2) and 6571 (2) trees removed, and removal of the stumps is now required.  Lloyd advised that money will 
be available based on his view of the upcoming expenses.  The Board approved the removal at a total cost of $949.20 tax in.  
Veronica is to advise the contractor.  Campbell advised the locates would take about 4-5 weeks October 12th.  Lloyd 
requested the contractor to quote removing the stump roots alongside the driveway at 6515 Oct 22nd – the locates cannot 
be combined with the previous order thus 4 to 5 more weeks.  The quote is for $150.00 + HST if it can be done at the same 
time as the stump grinding is done this year.  Lloyd approved the stump removal if it can be done this year.  All work may be 
delayed until the spring as the company shuts down for the winter months.  Waiting for the locates.

31. 6571 screen door needs track cleaning June 7th.  Suggest Rene.  PM, Monie, to update.  Lloyd confirmed that 
Enertight states that this is not on their list as of October 18th.  

32. 6571 check the roof as there is something rattling – could be the diverter June 7th.  Will be checked when the 
eavestroughs are done.  Eavestrough repair is very difficult to find a contractor who will do small jobs.  The PM, Lindsay, 
advised that she may know of a contractor who will do small eavestrough work – refer to item 44 eavestrough work 
required.  Not provided.  Will have to wait until next year.

33. 6541B screen door requires repair June 21st.  Rene reviewed and attempted repair.  New door is required.  
Enertight advised.  Approved August 17th.  On order.  Lloyd was advised Oct 18th that they are still waiting.  



34. 6541B replace screen for the bedroom window June 21st.  Contractor stated 6 to 8 weeks due to the COVID 
backlog.  If the owner can obtain one, we will reimburse her – PM, Michelle, to advise her.  Michelle sent the request to 
Screen Mobile August 24th.  Lloyd was advised that Enertight does not have it on their list October 18th.  PM, Monie, to 
investigate and take action to replace the screen.  

35. 6547B internal water damage June 22nd.  Owner is taking care of it via his insurance.  Requested copies of the 
Declaration and all By-laws.  Lloyd approved and the PM sent them to the Owner.  No condo insurance claim will be 
submitted as the expected costs are within the deductible for water damage.  No further updates at this time.  

36. 6505A water coming in from front hall ceiling July 30th.  OMS sent to investigate.  Report not received.  Invoice for 
work done to date was approved.  What is causing the leak has yet to be identified.  PM, Monie refer to Nadia, to take 
action to determine the cause as the owner stated that the problem still exists.  An inspection was conducted by CPS of the 
unit above October 28th. The kitchen sink is questionable.  The PM is to contact the owner of 6505A and determine if the 
leak is still active and under what circumstances.  Owner stated that it only occurs when it rains.  Chris Levitt will be on site 
Wednesday Nov 10th to repair the siding.  

37. 6559 two windows not closing properly August 5th.  PM, Michelle, sent to Enertight.  Parts are in, and the work is to 
be scheduled, updated Oct 18th by Lloyd.  Post note: the parts are the wrong ones and have been reordered as advised by 
Enertight November 9th.

38. 6611B 2 windowpanes need replacement August 17th.  Lloyd approved.  Completed.  Invoice received Nov 3rd.  Item 
closed.

39. 6547B patio door requires repair as the latch is broken August 22nd.  Sent to Enertight.  Enertight advised Lloyd Oct 
18th that an appointment will be made soon.  Post note: appointment being scheduled for November 12th.  

40. 6665 construction mess in front of the unit August 21st noted by Rene.  Veronica to provide a picture of the front.  
Done and sent to Lloyd.  Reported again September 23rd.  Veronica updated the pictures October 11th.  Letter to be sent to 
the owner by the PM ASAP once approved by Lloyd.  Rules # 8 and 13 applies.  Lloyd prepared a letter to be sent to the 
owners Oct 15th re repairs, garbage, ownership requiring action by Oct 20th.  Sent October 18th by Lisa.  Lloyd contacted the 
owner of record on Friday October 22nd to discuss the situation.  Apparently, the unit has been sold about 2 months ago but 
the transaction has not been finalized by the lawyer as yet.  The current owner is also paying the condo fees.  Lloyd asked 
the current owner to contact the new owner and have him contact Lloyd.  The “new” owner called Lloyd on Sunday 
October 24th and advised that the front will be cleaned up that day.  He also advised that he would have the ownership 
finalized ASAP and we will be advised of the change with all of the pertinent info.  The area has been cleaned up October 
25th Lloyd confirmed via a drive by.  To be checked regularly to ensure compliance.  No change in ownership provided prior 
to the meeting.

41. 6595 reported weeds growing in numbers in the front lawns August 30th.  Veronica to discuss with Yannick.  No 
report.

42. 6561 and 6515 sucker trees in front requires removal.  Veronica requested Rene to remove.  Done.  Item closed.

Reserve Fund Repairs

43. Tot lot repairs.  Lloyd contacted the PM for CCC 388.   There is a small hole in the slide which Lloyd did not see.  
Someone tried to make a repair.  Lloyd spoke with the PM, James Kritikos, for CCC 388 June 10th, 2020.  James will try to 
obtain a new slide and we will pay for half of the cost per the agreement.  Lloyd checked the slide October 10thand the slide 
has not been replaced only repaired.  Lloyd inspected the slide during the spring inspection 2021, and the fix will have to be 
smoothed out.  Lloyd requested the PM to contact the PM of 388 to determine who is to make the repair as they made the 
initial repair.  She has not been able to contact the PM for 388 at CMG so far.  No change.  PM, Monie, to contact the PM of 
CCC 388. 



44. Repairs to 4 chimneys and possibly the fireboxes – 6529, 6547B, 6643B, and 6645A.  Lloyd contacted the company 
High Energy June 9th, 2020, for a quote (recommended by Capital Chimney).  Inspection to be done July 9th, 2020, for both 
units. 6547B was inspected on July 9th and 6529 will be done on July 17th – NOT DONE.  A quote has been provided after the 
inspections.  Lloyd requested the PM to obtain 2 other quotes as the quotes are high $7,412.80 tax in for each.  No other 
company was available to do the work in 2020.  The owner of High Energy contacted Lloyd and suggested 2 other options 
which, if accepted, would be considerably cheaper.  Lloyd sent the options to the board for their approval.  For the Villa 
units it would be much cheaper for us to allow the unit owner to convert to a natural gas fireplace and that the Corporation 
would pay for the installation and registration on title.  Future repairs etc. would be the owner’s responsibility IAW By-Law 
14.  The Board approved this option.  For the Terrace Homes there are possibly 4 options – replace the chimney, remove 
the firebox and cap the chimney, install an electric fireplace insert, and possibly install natural gas to the units and convert 
to a natural gas fireplace (not available until at least 2021 according to Tony).  The last option would have to be costed to 
determine if it is cost effective as there is no natural gas in the immediate area of the units.  The natural gas would have to 
be connected to the nearest line feeding the closest villa unit.  A possible charge of $2,500 would be applied to the owner if 
the gas was not used to reimburse the company. A meter would be required, and safety issues addressed.  For the 
immediate case only the first three options were approved.  Lloyd to contact the owners and the contractor.  Lloyd 
contacted both owners October 10th.  6529 would like a natural gas fireplace. He does not use the fireplace normally.  
6547B is considering an electric fireplace.  He does not use his fireplace normally. Lloyd to send out a formal proposal to 
each. Discussion concerning allowing the owner to select and arrange for the installation IAW the By-Law 14 or should we 
do it.  Also, would there be any savings if we were to do several (all) if the owners were willing.  We could set a price that 
we would pay say up to $6,000 for the villas and $4,000 for the terrace homes and let each owner select their choice and do 
their own and be responsible for any cost over the amount.  We would pay for the registration.  To be discussed at the AGM 
2020.  Only discussion was if the villa units could have an electric insert vs natural gas.  Lloyd stated yes. After discussion it 
was agreed that we would pay for a gas/electric insert up to a total cost of $6,500 tax in.  We would also pay for the 
registration on title.  These cases will be used as a trial.  Although it would be cheaper to have all of the fireboxes/chimneys 
converted to natural gas or electric it is not required at this time.  Once we have experience with the units, we can then 
move forward with others to obtain possible cost savings. There are now 2 additional terrace home units that require repair.  
With the COVID requirements Lloyd is waiting until all units are done. Lloyd contacted J.G Lemay on Jan 21st for a possible 
quote.  They will review Lloyd’s firebox and chimney to have an idea of the issue.  They have been too busy with no heat 
issues to arrange for a time to date.  Lloyd spoke with a rep from Enbridge and was advised that the gas line would have to 
be run from the road, a location would be required for the meters and that we would have to find and hire our own 
contractor to install the gas line from the meter to the home.   This was done via phone and Lloyd suggested that an onsite 
review be made if that is our wish. Tony agreed to investigate and prepare his proposal for natural gas to be supplied to the 
terrace homes including the meter locations and the detailed costs.  Lloyd stated that it would be a modification and would 
have to have the owner’s approval in accordance with the Act art 97. Tony and Lloyd discussed the issue on May 7th.  If the 
owners want it, then they will have to do the leg work and prepare the documentation for approvals.  Lloyd advised Tony of 
the requirements and that Enbridge would have to be involved ASAP.  It would have to include all Terrace homes and 
clearly identify common element and unit responsibility and costs.  Tony stated that he was planning on presenting at the 
AGM.  In the meantime, Lloyd will prepare a notice to the 4 owners with options.  Not done yet as Lloyd is having difficulty 
in reviewing the options available concerning the use of the chimney for gas logs vs gas inserts.   Tony advised that he will 
not be making a presentation.  Natural Gas to the Terrace Homes is not being planned at this time as a full costing has not 
been provided.  Lloyd to contact the 4 applicable owners via the PM of the options for repair or modifications. 

45. Eavestrough repairs/replacement.  Need a new contractor Lloyd suggested Chris Levett.  The PM, Lindsay, advised 
she has a contractor that may be able to do the work.  The PM, Lindsay now Monie, did not advise who is the new 
contractor.  Lloyd has contacted Chris Levitt for a quote, he is not available at this time.  Timing will be delayed until the 
spring.  

a. many units have broken roof diverters (gutter guards) – the contractor to review and replace, as 
necessary.  Chris Levitt stated 18 have to be replaced but a lift is required.  Lloyd is trying to determine if they are 
needed due to the snow and ice issues on the roofs breaking the diverters or, are we wasting our money in 
replacing them.  Received a quote from Chris Levitt for $325 per and 18 required.   Lloyd is trying to determine if 
they are needed.  If replaced they will have to be reinforced metal.  REQUIRED.



b. Eavestrough over the garage at 6631 (water collecting along the basement wall during thaw), 6611 over 
the small lower roof needs to be replaced with a trough type eavestrough or rerouted.  NOT required at this time.

c. 6553/5 Review the downspout to change the run from the top to join the downspout of the next unit 
instead of going across the entranceway.  Lloyd to discuss with the contractor.  Regional stated that it cannot be 
done as the pipes are different sizes.  NOT required at this time.

d. 6583 and 6595 remove the leaf guard for the eavestrough at the roof.  Not essential.  NOT required at 
this time.

e. 6669 check the eavestrough run for a better way to remove the water.  Lloyd to discuss with the 
contractor.  Not required at this time.

f. 6559 top eavestrough appears to be broken as the water is pouring out the end close to the building 
noticed by Lloyd March 17th.  REQUIRED.

g. 6563 top eavestrough appears to be blocked at the top as the water is overflowing about a foot left of the 
downspout noticed by Lloyd March 17th.  REQUIRED.

h. 6539A/41A downspout in the rear not functioning properly March 23 – outside out instead of inside.  
REQUIRED.

i. 6539B eavestrough to be reviewed as it appears to be leaking.  June 10th.  Not leaking just too much water 
due to the length of run and 4 x 90 degree turns.  Being reviewed.  The owner is to provide a movie picture of the 
problem.  Provided.  REQUIRED.

j. 6553 redirect so that the down spout water flows to the field on the south side.  REQUIRED.

46. Repairs and painting balcony area.  The area between the swing door and the window for all units requires 
painting. Rene also inspected an upper balcony during the repairs to 6655B and is recommending a complete painting and 
repair of the privacy fences or they will have to be replaced soon.  Quote received and approved. Planned for August 24th.  
Lloyd sent him a map of the property and requested that he advise his plan for the repairs.  Started August 23rd.  Work is 
almost completed except for 4 units that did not remove their belongings so that the privacy fences and the area between 
the window and door could be completed and two other issues that were missed.  The contractor advised Lloyd that the 
work is completed.  Invoice to come.  

47. 6601/3 step is slipping down the back by about ¾ of an inch.  The step appears to be stable, safe, and the top step 
riser is within acceptable range.  Minor repair to the railing.  The gap between the riser and the first step should be filled in 
for appearance. Only requirement is to fill in the gap and strengthen the handrail (Rene).  Lloyd met with Kevin Dorman July 
6th and should receive a quote by the 9th re filling in the crack and making it more presentable.  Resin is not available.  Kevin 
advised that he should be able to provide a quote by August 16th.  Resin was wrong type.  The correct type is being 
obtained.  Kevin advised October 26th that he has been unsuccessful in obtaining the proper resin.  Work will have to be 
done next year.  Rene to support the railing at the center to provide security. 

48. Replace garage doors.  Lloyd is running with this project.  Al Parsons Wayne Dalton model 8300 has been selected 
to replace all 31 garage doors.  Lloyd stated that he will proceed with the door replacements.  Lloyd signed the contract for 
$36,431.20 (tax in) May 11th, 2021.  Doors not expected until possibly August due to Covid-19 restrictions.  First invoice has 
been received as a deposit.  Lloyd contacted the contractor and some of the doors are in with the remainder expected 
soon.  Al Parsons (Jordan) advised the installation will commence October 21st or 22nd.  Specific instructions have been 
provided for the installation which will have to be passed on to the owners.  Owners will be contacted by the contractor, 
info provided by Nicole (CIPM), to ensure that they will be home to open the garage door so that the new door may be 
installed.  The remaining doors have arrived, and Nicole was advised Nov 2nd.  Lloyd checked with Al Parsons Nov 9th.  They 
will send a list of completed doors Nov 9th to Lloyd and Nicole/Monie.  The weatherstripping has not been received to date. 



49. Inspection and repairs of the brick, mortar, and parging.  Will be done next year.  No further action required at 
this time.

50. AGM request to investigate improving the insulation of the “A” units lower roof area.  Lloyd to contact an 
insulation contractor.  Waiting for the new government incentive program to determine how it will be applied to condos.  
Lloyd’s interpretation is that it would not apply to the terrace homes but could be used for the villas.  TBC.  It would have to 
be claimed by each owner – the condo owns the area behind the backside of the Gyproc.  Method for claim would have to 
be investigated in keeping with the reserve fund study. 

51. 6655B window shutter (14 x 64.5 inches) fell off and needs to be reinstalled.  Lloyd suggests replacing the 4 
shutters on the block.  Cost for the 4 shutters is $347.48 tax in 13.5 x 64.5 vs 14 inches.  Lloyd purchased them and the PM 
picked them up Wednesday July 7th.  Completed October 7th a lift was required.   Invoice required.  

52. 6655A water pooling in the rear patio reported by Veronica in conversation with the owner.  To be verified by 
Veronica.  Will be done on her return mid-November.

53. 6617B window repair mechanism to open the window is broken required May 20th.  Enertight has been notified.  
The PM is to follow up.  Update not provided.  Lloyd contacted Enertight October 18th, and they advise that the part is not 
available.  Only solution is a window replacement at $1,468 + HST.  The window is out of warranty as it was installed in 
1997.  The Board approved the replacement of the window.  Lloyd advised Enertight October 19th.  On order.

Spring Inspection

54. The report for the spring inspection is finalized and sent to all for review and action.  The PM advised that each 
contractor has been given their list to do.  Lloyd requested that a detailed update be provided at the meeting.  Not provided 
by the PMs Michelle and Lindsay.  An update per item is required by Monie at our next meeting. 

 
Declaration, By-Laws, and Rules 

55. Insurance deductible by-laws may be grandfathered.  To be confirmed.  Our By-Law is still in effect.  No action 
required. 

56. Rules update.  Lloyd advised that some rules need updating but will be done with the new board after the AGM.   
Lloyd will prepare the draft revisions for board approval.

Modification to common elements

57. All modifications to the common elements will be reviewed and new modification documents will be prepared for 
owner’s signatures, as necessary.  Veronica has volunteered to take this on as the chair of the modification committee with 
the help of the other members.   Veronica provided a revised listing for review by Lloyd.  Lloyd to review with Veronica. 

58. 6585 installed a rear patio.  Edging stones have been installed around the tree in front of the unit without 
approval.  No modification request has been received.  According to the mod sheet register no mods have been approved 
for this unit yet up to 10 items have been modified.   Lloyd advised that it will be done once an updated list of all 
modifications and the rules review has been completed.  On inspection, they used patterned patio stones.  Lloyd suggested 
Rule 53 Annex A (29) be applied which does not require registering on title.  Being reviewed by Veronica. 

59. 6635 front entrance has been modified without approval + other mods need schedules.  Awaiting updated 
modification review.  On inspection they used patio bricks.  Lloyd suggested we apply Rule 53 Annex A (29).  Being reviewed 
by Veronica. 
   



60. Ductless A/C approval 6541B request June 11th.  Tony reviewed the location, and a caveat was put into the 
approval for possible relocation if the noise is not acceptable to the other owners.  Approved July 2nd by Lloyd and Veronica.  
Lloyd sent the approval to the owner via email.  The installation has been changed.  The revised schedule is to reflect this.  
PM, Monie, to obtain the schedule 2 for signatures. 

61. 6633 modification re putting the dryer on the main floor July 19.  Schedule 2 required.  PM to have a schedule 2 
completed for board approval.  

62. 6571 modifications for signature August 6th on sale.  Received and signed October 11th.  Item closed.

63. 6631 What are the vents in the rear for?  Veronica to advise if they are modifications.  

64. 6553B screen door mod schedule 2 required.   

Infraction letters

65. 6515 garden in front is out of control.  Includes ivy vines up the front (removed by Rene).  Lloyd sent a response to 
the owner of 6515 Nov 30, 2020, stating that the owner should remove the bush on the right of the driveway as it goes 
beyond the plants, flowers, and bushes as stated in Rule 53 Annex “A” (13).  Lloyd sent a notice to the owners, via the PM, 
Oct 25th with action required by Oct 29th.  Owners responded that they have contacted the tenants and the tenants will look 
after the front garden.  Lloyd noted the plants (weeds?) have been trimmed back to ground level Nov 8th.  They have not 
been removed.   

66. 6663 tree in rear patio needs to be trimmed back IAW rule 53 plus others.  Rule infraction. No action taken yet.  
Veronica advised on October 11th that the patio area has been corrected.  Veronica to inspect the property and advise Lloyd 
of all units that do not conform to the rules.  All must be treated the same.  All applicable unit owners will receive infraction 
notices.  Not provided.

OLD BUSINESS  

67. AGM 2018 - speed bumps or other similar methods of slowing the traffic on Bilberry Dr. Bilberry Dr. is planned for 
a traffic calming review.  Problem is now with the north bound traffic.  Lloyd to discuss with the councilor. 
 
68. Community website.  Lloyd spoke with Yawar on Friday March 27th, 2020.  Lloyd recommended removal of the site 
as it is not being used.  The Board wants to keep it at this time, but it must be brought up to date and advertised as being 
available.  No action to date.  Lloyd to discuss with Yawar.  Lloyd discussed with Nadia on Jan 7th, 2021.  It was decided to be 
kept in the contract as other corporations are using it with success.  Once we are satisfied that it meets our needs, we will 
have to advertise the website.  Low priority. 

69. Water shutoff for “B” units.  Apparently, there may be different shutoffs for the unit.  We will have to request each 
owner to confirm the location within their unit.  The PM is to prepare a letter to the “B” unit owners to verify the shutoff 
location is correctly stated as being at the hot water heater.  Lloyd revised the proposed email to the owners.  The revised 
document was sent out April 15th, 2020.  Some unit owners have responded.  The PM provided an updated copy of the 
responses which will be reviewed by Lloyd.  Lloyd reviewed the report and there are 3 owners who did not respond and 
some of the answers indicted that they could not find the shutoff in their unit.  To be reviewed in the fall with the owners 
who have not responded and had confusion.  Dec 28, 2020 after hours call from 6611B cost $50.85 wanted to know how to 
turn off the water as there was a stain on the 1st floor ceiling.  PM to take action with the “B” unit owners to ensure that 
they are knowledgeable of how to shut off their water.   The PM met with Lloyd June 8th to determine the way ahead.  
Letters were to have been sent out by the PMs Michelle and Lindsay.  Not done.  PM Monie to action.

70. Tenant’s registration rental/lease document (Act 83) is not up to date June 19th, 2019 and again Sep 4th.  A copy of 
the document held on file is to be included for those owners who we believe are renting their units to confirm accuracy.  A 
blank copy of the required form would be sent to all other owners.  Sent Feb 21st, 2020.  The board will have to decide on 



the action that should be taken for those owners who have not complied.  This is a requirement of the Act.  How many have 
complied or not complied?   The PM will advise Lloyd of the number and units that have tenants according to the register. 
Two new columns have been added to the database to reflect this info.  Not populated yet.  Owners are not responding to 
the requests.  Lloyd suggested that Nadia may be able to assist the PM in this issue as it is a violation of the Act.  Instead of 
going to legal at his time Lloyd suggested that we send a notice to the owners from the Board stating that this is a 
requirement of the Act and failure to respond will result in legal action at the owner’s expense.  PM to draft a letter – 
received Nov 18th.  Lloyd reviewed the database.  There are several errors on the database concerning the tenants and 
owner’s info which need correcting e.g., 6515, 6503B, 6505B, 6641A, 6669 etc.  It would appear that there are only 2 form 
5s received according to the database.  Lloyd determined that it is the PM’s responsibility for the database updates.  The 
database should be kept current, and any errors corrected ASAP.  Lloyd will check the database again.  As of February 11th, 
there are zero forms recorded yet there is some info re the tenants.  The form from CAO is optional which means we may 
amend it.  The info from the Act 83 is still required within 10 days of rental or cancellation of the agreement.  What form 
are we using?  Info on the database is not up to date in many cases.  Lloyd spoke with Nadia concerning this issue.  Admin 
support is required in Lloyd’s opinion.  Nadia is to review and advise action taken.  Lloyd discussed with Nadia as to whether 
or not it is a common database or could it be modified.  It can be modified.  Lloyd will liaise with the PM to display info that 
we want and not try to use 1 column instead of 2 e.g., parking.  Modification in progress.  Vaalea stated that she records 
some info that we were including and instead of contacting Lloyd, the PM, Michelle, made changes, and has now advised 
that she will not make any other changes without the agreement of the Office Manager.  Now low priority for further 
review in the fall/winter period by Lloyd and the PM.  

71. Federal grant program.  The Board asked for further clarification concerning claiming a rebate.

72. 6625A tenant forms need completion and sent to the PM July 29th.  PM to prepare a letter for Lloyd’s signature.  
Status certificate prepared August 27th.  A second letter was sent August 27th to the owner stating that they had not 
complied with the notice re providing the tenant info sent July 27th with a response date of August 6th and an admin fee of 
$50 was charged.  Update required by the PM – was the amount collected on sale?  Not confirmed. 

73. AGM date approved October 26th to fall within the Act requirement.  Secretary from DHA required – Carol Slack 
(Lloyd confirmed).  Audit, board report, and notice required by October 6th – done by Lloyd.  Package was sent October 8th in 
print to all owners.  Laura acted as the host and Lloyd as the chair.  Lloyd prepared and sent his AGM script to all.  Meeting 
held as scheduled.  AGM minutes to come.  Invoices required from CIPM and Carol Slack.  

NEW BUSINESS

74. Eavestrough cleaning fall or spring.  Lloyd sent a quote from Window Butler to the board November 3rd for 
comment.  No consensus.  For discussion.  After discussion it was agreed to not do them now, as they had been done in 
June, and decide in March as to when we should do them when the budget is being finalized.  Lloyd to advise the 
contractor.

75. Fall newsletter after the AGM and the first board meeting.  Lloyd is preparing for board review.  

76. 6501B leak at the skylight reported Oct 18th.  Lloyd has a key for her unit.  PM contacted Campbell Roofing Monday 
Oct 25th via email.  Lloyd contacted the contractor on November 8th.  They will try to get out here by November 15th.

77. Rene will start his inspection of the outside water taps the week of November 8th weather dependent.  Lloyd 
prepared a notice, emailed to the PM Oct 31st, to be sent to the owners/residents (Rule 40) November 1st. Sent by Nicole via 
email November 2nd.  Update will be made after the first inspection. 

78. 6655B main breaker tripped October 24th “no power” call in to emergency line Sunday.  Cost $50.85 for the after-
hours call.  Problem with the baseboard heater apparently as determined during the phone call.  The PM advised that the 
owner reset the breaker.   



79. 6577 modification request to add 3 patio stones to the front patio.  Lloyd approved and Yang co-signed October 
28th.  Owner advised to proceed with the modification via the PM. Item closed.

80. 6631 check the drainage alongside the east side of the building after a heavy rain.  To be reviewed in the spring.  

81. 6539A no water reported Nov 3rd. Plumber sent by the PM. Water was restored but the tap was not checked to 
see if it shut off completely.  Lloyd met with the owner Nov 5th with Rene.  Our responsibility to replace the shutoff valve.  
Owner asked if the work could be done on Thursday Nov 11th.  

NEXT MEETING

82. The next board meeting is scheduled for December 7th at 6:30 pm via teleconferencing/video set up by the PM. 
Board members are requested to sign on 5 minutes early.  

Adjournment

83. The meeting was adjourned at  8:06 p.m.

LD Scott, Secretary CCC 379 December 8th, 2021


